
Competition in Animals
KL: What do living things compete for?



Which Adaptation? 

a. Has teeth adapted to 
tearing flesh. 

b. Uses it tail to attract 
females.

c. Has spines to protect 
itself from predators.

d. Live in a social group. 

1.

2.

3.

4.



What do animals 
compete for?



What Do Animals Compete For? 

Food



What Do Animals Compete For? 

MateCourtship 
Displays 

Fight 



What Do Animals Compete For? 

Territory

Building a nest 

Marking their 
territory 



• If one species is a 
weaker competitor 
than another, it 
may die out 
altogether.

• Think of the Red 
and Grey Squirrels 
in Britain.



Competition In Action

Watch the following 
three video clips and fill 
in your work sheet/draw 
the table on a piece of 
paper, stating:
~ what the animal is 
competing for
~ the adaptations that 
make the animal 
successful 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJeUYhvd
OUo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AiTG6T9p
TcM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0E6geAq
1k8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJeUYhvdOUo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AiTG6T9pTcM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0E6geAq1k8


Competition in animals

Animals compete for …………………………, ………………………………… and …………………………………….

Video Clip Animal Example What is it competing 
for?

Adaptations that make it a successful competitor 

1

2

3



Successful Competitors

From the animal you designed last week, select 
three of its labelled adaptations and explain on 
your whiteboard how that makes your animal a 
successful competitor.

Think about:
• how it gets its food?
• how to attract a mate?
• where is its territory?



Spot the Competitor!

In the blue corner....we 
have the African Elephant

In the red corner....we 
have the Hyena

For each example, list as many 
adaptations as you can and explain why 
that makes it a good competitor! 



Examples of competition in animals

• Use the information around the room to complete your 
sheet



Competing for ……………………………………

Adaptation: 

Competing for ……………………………………

Adaptation: 

Competing for ……………………………………

Adaptation: 

Competing for ……………………………………

Adaptation: 

Competing for ……………………………………

Adaptation: 

Competing for ……………………………………

Adaptation: 



Competition for…..food

• The long necks of giraffes help them eat leaves, flowers and 
fruit that are higher than most grazing animals can reach; 
only elephants can compete for food at the same level. This 
allows giraffes to live in alongside
other animals who eat plants 

(herbivores) as they are consuming
different parts of the plant



Competition for…..territory

• Tigers mark their territory by spraying a mixture of urine 
and scent and leaving scratch marks on barks of trees. 
There are scent glands between the tiger's toes which 
produce secretions while the tiger scratches the barks of 
trees. The tells other tigers in the area 
that they have entered another tigers
territory. 



Competition for…..a mate

• The mating rituals of peacocks are marked by flashy 
displays of brilliant tail feathers towards female partners. 
The peacocks use their stunning blue and green tail feathers 
during the breeding season to advertise their sexual and 
physical fitness. Peahen (female) preference for males with 
large, colorful tail feathers is a 
prime example of natural selection
at work.



Competition for…..a mate

Male stags have antlers which regrow every year. During the autumn 
the stags start fighting each other, as they pursue the females. Males 
with the largest antlers are more likely to gain a female mate and so 
have offspring. Stags also have a distinctive 
roar-like sound to keep the group together. 
Females are often attracted to the stag with 
the loudest roar.



Competition for…..food

• In the 1800s Charles Darwin noticed that different species 
of birds on the Galapagos Islands had developed different 
sized and shaped beaks in order to help them hunt for food. 
This allowed them to eat different types of seeds so they 
were not in direct competition with 
each other.



Competition for…..territory

• In most species, a male bird owning a territory is essential 
for attracting a female and breeding successfully. Males 
claim a territory by singing in it. They generally use shorter, 
simpler songs for territorial defense. They are addressing 
their songs to rival males. These territorial songs carry over 
long distances and convey detailed information about the 
location and identity of the singer.



Competition in Animals
• Animals often compete with each other for 

________.
• This is known as _________.
• Animals may ________ with each other for 

resources such as :
1. ______
2. Water
3. ______ to breed
4. A Breeding partner
• Animals may compete with members of the 

same _______, or another species.
• Animals living in the same _______ often 

avoid competition by eating different foods.

compete  species  food  habitat  space  resources   competition



Competition in Animals
• Animals often compete with each other for resources.

• This is known as competition.

• Animals may compete with each other for resources 
such as :

1. Food

2. Water

3. Space to breed

4. A Breeding partner

• Animals may compete with members of the same 
species, or another species.

• Animals living in the same habitat often avoid 
competition by eating different foods.


